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Siamese and All Breeds Cat Club of Ireland 17.10.10 

 

Mrs Val Anderson 

Many thanks to Ronnie and her team for the invitation, warm welcome and excellent 

hospitality.  It was my first visit to Ireland and although it was a fleeting one I was 

pleased to be able to have a glimpse of the centre of Dublin on the way to the hotel.  

Many thanks to my hard-working steward Sasha Maxwell for her pleasant company 

and gentle handling of the cats.  Sitting on the Best in Show panel at the end of the 

day was an enjoyable experience and many congratulations to the overall winner Ch 

Coontastic Tangerine Dream, a magnificent red tabby & white Maine Coon. 

 

OPEN CLASSES 

AV ANY OTHER FOREIGN CHAMPION MALE 

GCC DMYTRIYEVA’S CH MAJESTICPRIDE MACHO (76 30) M 04.04.08 Brown 

Spotted Bengal 

A strong masculine boy of 2 years who was rather shy and preferred to hide under his 

blanket.  Head a medium wedge slightly longer than wide with pronounced jowls.  

Large nose & broad rounded muzzle with pronounced whisker pads.  Concave curve 

to the profile & level bite.  His ears are a little large but set well apart.  Oval eyes of a 

pale gold colour.  Long muscular body with limbs to balance.  Moderately long tail 

that could be thicker.  Soft dense coat with large rosetted spots on a warm golden 

base.  The pattern was a little fuzzy down his spine but probably due to a change of 

coat as he was moulting.  Good head markings & complex scarab marking.  Spotted 

tummy & bars and spots on his limbs. 

 

AV ANY OTHER FOREIGN CHAMPION FEMALE 

GCC ARCHER’S INT GR CH SHADANZA TANZANITE (IMP & SUPREME GR 

CH) F (77) 02.05.02 Singapura  

A matronly girl of 8 years with a well-fed body but the basic underlying foreign type 

is still there.  Lovely type with typical Singapura look.  Her head has a rounded skull 

with good width at outer eye level.  Medium short, broad muzzle with a blunt nose.  

Slight stop in profile, level bite with good teeth and shallow but firm chin.  Deep 

cupped ears set slightly wide of parallel with a broad base.  Large wide open eyes that 

show a slant when closed.  Medium length body with muscular limbs to balance and 

small oval feet.  Slender tail that looks a fraction short in comparison to her large tum!  

Short fine coat, silky & close-lying with distinct sepia ticking on an ivory base & 

unmarked chest and underparts of light ivory.  Dark outline to the eyes & cheetah 

lines present.  Mid salmon nose leather plus a dark outline.  Faint inner leg barring on 

the front limbs and faint smudges on the back knees, slightly darker spine line.  

Shown in lovely condition, she grumbled a little but was fine to handle. 

 

ORIGINAL FOREIGN PREMIER FEMALE 

GCC EARNSHAW & DUNNE’S INT PR LORRENTINO TIGER LILY (33a 30) FN 

24.08.07 Devon Rex 

A brown spotted tabby girl of 3 years who was not in the best of moods but she did 

condescend to come out of her pen and be assessed.  Head a short broad wedge with a 

short nose, quite good whisker break and strong muzzle.  High cheek bones.  Some 

stop in profile, firm chin and level bite.  Large low-set ears with a broad base & large, 

very expressive eyes of oval shape and set wide apart.  Her body is a fraction long & 

the muscle could be a fraction harder but elegant with a broad chest.  Elegant limbs 
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and tapering tail that could be a fraction longer for balance.  Very well-covered with a 

soft dense coat of an even length on the body.  Rexed coat but I would prefer more 

depth to the waves.  Very long curvy whiskers & eyebrows and curly ear muffs.  

Shown in lovely condition. 

 

 

 

AV ANY OTHER FOREIGN PREMIER MALE 

GCC FRENCH’S INT PR ISMISHA RIFF RAFF (77) MN 03.06.07 Singapura  

A mature strong & muscular boy of 3 years though perhaps a little large overall for a 

Singapura.  Head with a rounded skull & rounded width at outer eye level narrowing 

to a whisker break and medium length broad muzzle with a blunt nose.  Slight stop 

plus a nose bump in profile.  Strong deep chin and level bite though I only had a brief 

glimpse.  Large cupped ears set well when he was alert.  Large green eyes held wide 

open with good depth of colour.  Strong muscular body with muscular limbs to 

balance and slender tail.  Lovely coat, short fine and close-lying with a silky texture.  

Distinct ticking of sepia brown on an ivory base and unmarked chest & underparts of 

light ivory plus deeper warm tones to the nose & back of his ears.  Dark outline to the 

eyes and “cheetah” lines present but they could be longer and are a little faint.  

Salmon-coloured nose leather with a dark outline.  Inner barring on the front limbs 

and faint knee smudges on the hind limbs.  He was a little naughty and not very co-

operative but I was able to handle him enough to justify giving the award. 

 

USUAL ABYSSINIAN ADULT 

1
ST

 CC & BOB LONG’S CRYSTALPAWS JACINTA (23) F 16.03.05 

A mature lady of 5 years with a sweet gentle nature if a little shy.  Head a moderate 

wedge with rounded contours.  Good width between the ears tapering via a whisker 

indentation to a broad rounded muzzle.  Good nose break in profile & level bite 

though her chin could be a little stronger.  Cupped ears set wide apart though she 

tends to hold them forward rather than pricked and they are a little battles scarred!  

Lovely expressive eyes of good shape & set.  Well-fed body though perhaps she has 

lost a little weight recently as she was a little flabby.  Elegant limbs with oval paws 

and tapering tail with a reasonably thick base.  Short fine & close-lying coat with 

black ticking on an apricot base though the overall colour looked a little washed out in 

the hall light.  Creamy white on the chin that extends onto the neck & rather heavy 

necklet that is just about broken.  Darker spine line and black tail tip. 

 

SORREL ABYSSINIAN ADULT 

1
ST

 (CC & BOB WITHHELD) LONG’S ISMISHA SURFER ROSA (23a) F 24.08.08  

A nice girl of 2 years with a lovely coat colour but perhaps she has been calling 

recently as was rather lean on her haunches.  Good head, a moderate wedge with 

rounded contours, rounded muzzle and good nose break in profile.  Good chin but 

unfortunately her bite is undershot.  Well-set ears that could be more cupped and good 

shape & set to her eyes but they could be larger.  Elegant body but lacking muscle 

tone at present.  Long elegant limbs and long tapering tail.  Short fine & close-lying 

coat with chocolate ticking on an apricot base.  Good colour to her chin, slightly 

darker spine line and chocolate tip to the tail.  Faint broken necklet.  Sorry to withhold 

the certificate but it was because of her bite and lack of weight on the day. 

 

BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL ADULT, MALE 
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1
ST

 CC DMYTRIYEVA’S DOBSHANGRILA BOGDAN (76 30) M 16.08.08 

A rather scared boy of 2 years who was reluctant to come out of his pen.  There was 

no malice but he did his best to avoid being picked up though I managed to get him 

out onto the trolley briefly.  Broad masculine head that could do with a little more 

length but he has very prominent jowls which don’t help.  Large nose & short rounded 

muzzle.  Concave curve to the profile & rounded chin; level bite but I only had a brief 

glimpse.  Moderately large, wide set ears with a broad base & rounded tips.  Large 

green eyes that were a little full but probably more so because of his mood.  Long 

sleek body, strong & muscular with limbs to balance & good tail.  Soft dense coat 

with a rich overall colour & large spots with a dark outline on a golden base.  

Complex scarab marking, spotted tummy & ringed tail with a dark tip. 

BOB DMYTRIYEVA’S CH MAJESTICPRIDE MACHO 

 

BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL ADULT, FEMALE 

1
ST

 (CC WITHHELD) DMYTRIYEVA’S SILVERSEAL CHELSEA (76 30) F 

04.01.07 

A mature girl of 3 years with a strong muscular body.  She wasn’t keen on coming out 

of her pen and was very noisy when she did.  Head a moderate wedge slightly longer 

than wide with a large nose & rounded, quite broad muzzle with pronounced whisker 

pads.  Concave curve to the profile& rounded chin, bite not checked.  Well-set ears 

with a broad base & rounded tips but they are a bit large and rather tall.  Large oval 

eyes of a lovely deep green colour and set on a slant.  Long muscular body with limbs 

& tail to balance.  Soft dense coat with large spots with a dark outline though they 

could show a little more contrast with the warm golden ground colour.  Good head 

markings, large spots on the limbs.  Sorry to withhold the certificate but she made so 

much noise when out of her pen I couldn’t keep her out and she wasn’t keen on letting 

me touch her when she was in it so I didn’t assess her fully. 

2
ND

 DMYTRIYEVA’S DOBSHANGRILA EZIRA (76 30) 28.08.09 

A younger girl of only 13 months and she needs to mature.  Head a medium wedge 

longer than it is wide but needs to broaden and her profile is a little straight.  Her ears 

are set wide apart with a broad base & rounded tips but they are rather tall.  Oval eyes 

set on a slight slant but they could be larger.  Long body that needs to fill out and 

muscle up with elegant limbs.  Medium length tail that tapers a little and could be 

thicker.  Soft coat with rosetted spots on a pale buff base but the pattern is rather 

diffuse at present and she has some ticking showing in the ground colour, perhaps she 

is going through a change of coat?.  Spotted tummy and good leg markings.  A sweet 

natured girl who was easy to handle 

 

CORNISH REX ADULT 

1
ST

 CC & BOB LEBIODA’S SHERIAN VINSENT (33 40 1) M 30.05.08 

An elegant seal colourpointed fellow of 2 years who was a little bony down his spine 

but I expect he is a working boy.  Head a medium wedge narrowing to a rather fine 

muzzle with a slight whisker pinch.  High cheek bones.  Flat skull & rounded 

forehead, almost straight profile as he has a nose bump.  Good chin & level bite.  

Large ears with a broad base & rounded tips and set rather high.  Deep blue eyes that 

are a little large and slightly rounded.  Elegant body carried high on long slender 

limbs with small oval paws.  Long neck and long fine tail.  Well-covered with a short 

silken coat of an even length on the body.  Showing rexing but I would prefer more 

depth to the waves.  A sweet natured boy who was easy to handle and nicely 

presented. 
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SPHYNX ADULT, MALE 

A difficult choice between these two boys. 

1
ST

 IC WOOD & CONCHOBHAIR’S BELZEBUB ORCHIS*PL (84 31b) M 

10.07.08 

A very strong & muscular boy of 2 years with a powerful body.  Strong masculine 

head, a modified wedge with rounded contours and slightly longer than it is wide.  

Prominent cheek bones, distinctive whisker break and prominent whisker pads.  Slight 

stop in profile, shallow chin that falls away a little and level bite.  Large ears with a 

broad base & rounded tips and set at a slight angle to the head.  Hard muscular body 

with a rounded chest & abdomen.  Elegant limbs and oval paws with long toes.  Quite 

large eyes of lemon shape and set wide apart and on a slight slant; lovely deep green 

colour though of course no points for this.  Long fine tail.  Fine down on the skin 

giving the typical peach effect and feel of soft warm chamois leather.  Slightly thicker 

down on the nose & back of the ears and the odd spiky hairs on his tail.  Wrinkles on 

his forehead and shoulders.  Shown in lovely condition and easy to handle. 

2
ND

 LASTAUSKIENE’S LANION CENTURION (84 40 12w) M 25.07.07 

A slightly older boy of 3 years.  Broad masculine head, a modified wedge slightly 

longer than wide with prominent cheek bones, distinctive whisker break and 

prominent whisker pads.  Slightly rounded skull & slight stop in profile.  Level bite 

but his chin could be a little stronger.  Large ears with a broad base & rounded tips set 

at a slight angle to the head.  Large eyes set wide apart and on a slant.  Strong 

muscular neck & powerful body with a broad rounded chest and rounded abdomen.  

Muscular limbs and oval feet with long slender toes.  Long slender tail that tapers a 

little.  Naked body with a sticky feel and lacking the typical peachy effect and his 

body shows a few scars.  Gentle nature and easy to handle. 

 

SPHYNX ADULT, FEMALE 

1
ST

 IC & BOB WOOD & CONCHOBHAIR’S REXIVEL ROSA KLEBB (84 22) F 

02.10.08 

A young girl of only 12 months who was very wriggly and preferred the security of 

her pen but with a sweet gentle nature & very cuddly in her pen.  Head a modified 

wedge slightly longer than wide with prominent cheek bones, distinctive whisker 

bread and prominent whisker pads though her profile is a little straight.  Shallow but 

OK chin and level bite.  Large well-set ears with a broad base & rounded tips.  

Beautiful eyes, large lemon-shaped and very expressive.  Elegant muscular body with 

limbs to balance and long fine tail.  Soft & warm to the touch with a super feel to her 

skin of soft warm chamois leather and very attractive tortie & white colouration to her 

skin.  Wrinkly forehead.  Shown in super condition. 

 

RUSSIAN BLUE KITTEN 

1
ST

 & BOB RASKA’S CAIRNICATS RASZKA’S WONDER (16a) M 06.05.10 

A sweet gentle boy of 5 months.  Head with a short wedge & quite prominent whisker 

pads.  Angle developing, the profile is a touch straight at present.  Good chin & level 

bite.  Well-set ears though I would prefer them to be larger at this stage of his 

development.  Almond-shaped eyes that could be larger, the colour developing at 

present.  Long muscular body with elegant limbs and oval paws.  Reasonably long tail 

with a pointed tip but it is rather thick and shows rings at present.  Dense plushy coat 

if a little long.  Medium blue colour that is a little uneven as yet with a silvery sheen 

developing.  Shown in lovely condition and easy to handle. 
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RUSSIAN BLACK OR WHITE KITTEN ASSESSMENT 

MERIT AWARDED TO:  

RASKA’S CAIRNICATS WHITE ROYAL (16a 14c) M 21.04.10 Russian White 

An elegant boy of nearly 6 months with a long body and limbs & tail to balance.  

Head a fraction long overall and I would prefer more prominent whisker pads.  Good 

profile & chin and level bite.  His eyes are rather small & deep set though they are set 

wide apart; basically almond in shape with a green colour developing.  Tall ears that 

follow the lines of his head.  Sparkling white coat with a fine texture but it could be 

plushier.  Colour spots on the head which are allowable in a kitten.  Long tapering tail 

with a pointed tip.  Shown in lovely condition and easy to handle.  He has a Russian 

look but I do wish his eyes were bigger! 

 

BROWN MARBLED BENGAL KITTEN 

1
ST

 & BOB DMYTRIYEVA’S DOBSHANGRILA LE ONDE (76 20) F 07.06.10 

A lively girl, only a baby of 4 months.  Head a medium wedge slightly longer than 

wide with a broad muzzle.  Wide-set ears with a broad base & rounded tips though 

they are a rather tall at present and held a little upright.  Oval eyes though they could 

be a little larger, the colour developing at present.  Long body with medium length 

limbs and round feet.  Moderately long tail with a blunt tip.  Soft coat with a marbled 

pattern on a golden base, the overall colour is a little dark as the markings are mainly 

black but it is probably still developing.  Spotted tummy, bars & spots on the limbs 

and ringed tail.  Shown in lovely condition, a sweet girl with a charming nature 

2
ND

 DIXON’S GUYUS LITTLE MISS (76 20) F 01.05.10 

A slightly older girl of 5 months with a sweet gentle nature.  Her head is a fraction 

short and a little rounded which gives her a rather sweet look rather than a wild 

appearance.  Concave curve to the profile & rounded muzzle.  Level bite.  Small ears 

set wide apart but held upright and oval eyes set on a slight slant, the colour 

developing.  Long muscular body with medium length limbs.  Medium length tail, 

slightly tapering but thick at the base.  Very soft, dense coat with a marbled pattern of 

swirls of black & shades of brown on a golden base.  Horizontal flow to the pattern 

but it is rather symmetrical.   

 

BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL KITTEN, MALE 

1
ST

 & BOB DMYTRIYEVA’S DOBSHANGRILA JAMES BOND (76 30) M 

11.04.10 

A well-grown boy of 6 months with a gorgeous feel to his coat.  Head longer than 

wide with a large nose, broad muzzle and pronounced whisker pads though his profile 

is a little straight.  Well-set ears with a broad base & rounded tips though they are a 

bit large at present.  Large eyes with a good green colour developing though they are 

a little full.  Long strong muscular body with muscular limbs to balance & moderately 

long tail.  Short soft & dense coat with a luxurious feel & showing gold dusting.  

Large arrowhead spots on a golden base though some linkage in places.  Spotted 

tummy & well-marked limbs.  Shown in lovely condition and easy to handle. 

 

BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL KITTEN, FEMALE 

1
ST

 DMYTRIYEVA’S DOBSHANGRILA KIARA (76 30) F 12.05.10 

A well-fed young girl of 5 months with a lot to say for herself!  Head a medium 

wedge slightly longer than wide & broad between the ears with a large nose, broad 

muzzle and pronounced whisker pads.  Shallow concave curve to the profile.  Wide-
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set ears that are not too large with a broad base & rounded tips.  Large eyes of oval 

shape.  Of a good weight for her size but I would have preferred her to be larger 

overall at this age.  Difficult to assess her body shape as she tends to curl up when 

handled.  Medium length limbs and tail.  Nice feel to her coat which is soft & dense.  

The pattern is a little diffused at present but the underlying pattern looks promising 

and shows gold dusting.  Good limb markings and spotted tummy.  Nice type but not 

very showy and hence lost out to the more outgoing boy for best of breed. 

 

SILVER BENGAL ASSESSMENT KITTEN 

MERIT AWARDED TO:  

DMYTRIYEVA’S DOBSHANGRILA JONO (73 30s) M 11.04.10 Silver Spotted 

A very strong, muscular young man of 6 months, well-grown with a long body and 

strong limbs.  Head a medium wedge longer than it is wide.  Slight curve to the 

profile, large nose, broad muzzle and pronounced whisker pads.  Large expressive 

eyes set on a slant; oval in shape and a greeny colour developing.  Well-set ears 

though they are a little large with a broad base & rounded tips.  Soft dense coat with a 

silver ground on the body but tarnishing on his limbs and face.  Good underlying 

spotted pattern.  Moderately long tail of even thickness and ringed.  Shown in lovely 

condition and beautifully presented though he didn’t like his neighbours!  He has 

rather a lot of tarnishing but this was not helped by the yellowy hall lighting. 

 

SPHYNX KITTEN 

1
ST

 & BOB WOOD & CONCHOBHAIR’S DADDYO STOTTIECAKE (84 31) F 

09.05.10 

A playful girl with lots of character, a well-grown elegant kitten of 5 months.  Head a 

modified wedge with rounded contours and slightly longer than wide.  Prominent 

cheek bones, distinctive whisker break and prominent whisker pads.  Just a very slight 

stop in profile, shallow chin and level bite.  Large well-set ears with a broad base & 

rounded tips.  Large expressive eyes of lemon shape set on a slight slant.  Elegant 

muscular body with a rounded abdomen & chest with limbs to balance & oval paws 

with long slender toes.  Long fine tail.  Fine down on the skin giving a soft warm 

chamois leather feel.  Slightly thicker down on her nose & tail.  A purry girl shown in 

super condition. 

 

BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL NEUTER 

This was a difficult class to judge with 3 very well-grown & muscular boys of a 

similar age.  Unfortunately by the time I reached them the public were in the hall and 

it was rather noisy in the area in which they were penned.  None of them were keen to 

come out of their pens making it difficult to assess them fully and they appeared to be 

winding each other up.   

1
ST

 PC & BOB DMYTRIYEVA’S DOBSHANGRILA DICE (76 30) MN 20.04.09 

A large strong & powerful boy of almost 1½ years with a rich overall colour.  Head a 

medium wedge slightly longer than wide with a large nose, broad muzzle and 

pronounced whisker pads.  Rather tall ears with a broad base & rounded tips and set 

well apart.  Beautiful bright green eyes.  Very well-grown for his age with a long 

muscular body, strong limbs and large round paws.  Moderately long tail of good 

thickness.  Short, soft dense coat with a distinct spotted pattern of large arrowhead 

spots on a deep gold base, broken spine line but some linkage in places.  Shown in 

lovely condition.  He allowed me to assess him but he had rather bad language when 

out on the table! 
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2
ND

 HENRY & CASEY’S BAMBINO PRINCEROYAL (76 30) MN 27.04.09 

A strong muscular boy of nearly 1½ years who a little naughty when handled.  

Masculine head, a broad medium wedge slightly longer than wide with a large nose & 

rounded muzzle.  Wide-set ears with a broad base & rounded tips.  Pale green oval 

eyes set on a slight slant.  Strong neck & long muscular body with limbs to balance & 

good tail.  Soft dense coat with large “donut” spots on a pale gold base with lots of 

gold dusting.  Spotted tummy & well-marked limbs.  Shown in lovely condition. 

3
RD

 HENRY & CASEY’S BAMBINO EMPEROR-CLAUDIUS (76 30) MN 

27.04.09 

A strong muscular boy & litter brother to the second placed boy.  He did come out of 

this pen but he was not in the best of moods and there was a lot of swearing going on 

when he was out.  Head a medium wedge slightly longer than wide with a large nose 

& broad muzzle, OK chin.  Medium ears with a broad base & rounded tips and set 

wide apart.  Large greeny-coloured eyes though they are a touch full.  Long powerful 

& muscular body with limbs & tail to balance.  Soft coat with large well-spaced spots 

on a cool base. 

 

EGYPTIAN MAU NEUTER 

1
ST

 PC & BOB MCDONALD & QUINN’S CH ACCLAIM CLEOPATRA (78 30s) 

FN  

A very well-behaved girl of 2 years with a feminine look.  Her head looks a little 

small in relation to her body as she is well-fed with a large tummy!  Her head is a 

slightly rounded wedge of medium length with uniform width to the nose.  Gentle 

contour to the profile, good chin and level bite.  Rounded muzzle that flows into the 

contour of her head.  Ears of medium size though set a fraction high.  Large eyes of a 

rounded almond shape and set under a level brow; greeny in colour.  Medium length 

body with elegant limbs to balance with small dainty paws.  Moderately long, slightly 

tapering tail.  Dense close-lying coat with small charcoal spots on a silvery-white 

agouti base.  Well-marked limbs, spotted tummy and ringed tail.  A sweet girl shown 

in lovely condition and well-presented. 

 

CORNISH REX NEUTER 

1
ST

 EARNSHAW & DUNNE’S LORRENTINO GIVEMESOMELOVE (33 31s) FN 

16.04.09 

An elegant black smoke & white girl of 1½ years, only young but I would prefer to 

see a little more weight on her and harder muscle.  Head a medium wedge narrowing 

to a slightly fine muzzle.  Flat skull, rounded forehead & straight profile.  Level bite 

though her chin could be stronger.  Large ears with a broad base & rounded tips but 

they could be set a little higher.  Rather large eyes of a rounded oval shape.  Body of 

medium length & carried high on long limbs; long fine tail.  Well-covered, her coat is 

a little untidy but of an even length on the body.  Rexed all over with good ripples on 

the body, long crinkly eyebrows.  She was a little unhappy but not a problem to judge. 

 

DEVON REX NEUTER 

BOB EARNSHAW & DUNNE’S INT PR LORRENTINO TIGER LILY 

 

MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES 

BREEDERS ORIGINAL FOREIGN ADULT 

1
ST

 LONG’S ISMISHA SURFER ROSA 
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AV DEBUTANTE BRITISH & FOREIGN ADULT 

1
ST

 ERVINE’S MITANDER ACCLAIM AYESHA (77) F Singapura 

A pretty petite young lady of only 9 months with an expressive face.  Good head with 

a rounded skull & rounded width at outer eye level narrowing via a whisker break to a 

medium short, broad muzzle with a blunt nose.  Firm chin and level bite but I would 

prefer a little more stop in profile.  Large cupped ears though they are set a fraction 

high.  Large expressive eyes held wide open with a lovely green colour developing.  

Muscular body of medium length & size with tapering limbs & small oval feet.  Tail 

of medium length but it is a little thick at the base.  Dense coat that lies close but it 

could be silkier.  Distinct even ticking of sepia brown on an old ivory base.  

Unmarked chest & underparts of light ivory.  Inner barring on the front limbs & pale 

smudges on the back knees.  Dark outline to the eyes and “cheetah” lines present.  

Deep salmon nose leather with an almost complete outline.  Dark spine line, brown 

spurs on the back legs.  Warmer colour to the back of her ears.  A sweet girl shown in 

lovely condition. 

2
ND

 LASTAUSKIENE’S LANION CENTURION 

3
RD

 LEBIODA’S SHERIAN VINSENT 

 

AV LIMIT BRITISH & FOREIGN ADULT 

1
ST

 IZYDORCZYK’S ALEJANDRO REYES DE SELVA (40 2) M Blue 

Colourpointed British  

A handsome young man of 15 months.  Lovely type with a round face & good breadth 

of skull.  Quite small ears set wide apart and round eyes of a pale blue colour.  Strong 

cobby body with limbs to balance and thick tail of medium length.  Lovely dense coat 

with a crisp texture.  Darker blue points though difficult to see the contrast with the 

body colour in the hall light.  Super condition & temperament and a pleasure to judge. 

2
ND

 LEBIODA’S SHERIAN VINSENT 

 

AV SENIOR BRITISH & FOREIGN ADULT 

1
ST

 LASTAUSKIENE’S LANION CENTURION 

2
ND

 DMYTRIYEVA’S DOBSHANGRILA BOGDAN 

 

AV BREEDERS NEW FOREIGN KITTEN 

1
ST

 DMYTRIYEVA’S DOBSHANGRILA KIARA 

 

AV NON BREEDERS BRITISH & FOREIGN NEUTER 

1
ST

 FRENCH’S CH ISMISHA YES VIRGINIA (77) FN 

A pretty girl with an attractive face and typical Singapura look.  Rounded skull and 

good width at outer eye level narrowing via a whisker break to a medium short broad 

muzzle with a blunt nose.  Slight stop in profile, level bite and shallow but firm chin.  

Large deep-cupped ears set slightly wide of parallel.  Lovely large wide open green 

eyes.  Elegant & muscular body of medium build & size with tapering limbs and 

small oval paws.  Slender tail just short of the shoulder.  Dense coat that lies close to 

the body with a fine silky texture.  Distinct sepia brown ticking on an old ivory base 

& unmarked chest and underparts of light ivory and soft warm overall colour.  Dark 

outline to the eyes, “cheetah” lines present and salmon-coloured nose leather with a 

dark outline.  Distinct barring on the inner front limbs but faint smudges on the back 

knees.  Dark brown spurs on the hind limbs and dark tip to the tail.  A lively & alert 

girl shown in excellent condition.  Congratulations on later being chosen as Best 

Foreign Exhibit. 
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2
ND

 MCDONALD & QUINN’S CH ACCLAIM CLEOPATRA 

3
RD

 FRENCH’S INT PR ISMISHA RIFF RAFF 

 

AV DEBUTANTE BRITISH & FOREIGN NEUTER 

1
ST

 MALYARENKO’S CASSIOBURY BLUE OLIVER (16) MN British Blue 

A very handsome boy of 1½ years.  Round face with full cheeks & good breadth of 

skull.  Good nose break in profile & short nose.  Well-set ears and round eyes of a 

deep gold colour.  Lovely strong bone with a cobby body, strong legs and medium 

length tail.  Dense crisp coat of an even blue colour and sound to the roots.  Excellent 

condition and temperament.  The only one in the class but well worthy of the first 

prize. 

 

AV CHARITY CLASS BRITISH & FOREIGN NEUTER 

1
ST

 MCDONALD & QUINN’S CH ACCLAIM CLEOPATRA 

2
ND

 KIELY-JONES’S ARDEEVAN CONOR DONN (15b) MN British Chocolate 

A mature boy of 2 years with an almost round face.  Large round eyes of a clear gold 

colour but they are set a little close together.  Strong body of good bone with limbs & 

tail to balance.  Dense coat of dark chocolate but it could be crisper, moulting heavily 

on the day so rather unsound at present. 

 

AV LIMIT BRITISH & FOREIGN NEUTER 

1
ST

 KIELY-JONES’S ARDEEVAN CONOR DONN 

 

AV SPECIAL LIMIT BRITISH & FOREIGN NEUTER 

1
ST

 DMYTRIYEVA’S DOBSHANGRILA DICE 

 

AV JUNIOR BRITISH & FOREIGN NEUTER 

1
ST

 HENRY & CASEY’S BAMBINO PRINCEROYAL 

2
ND

 EARNSHAW & DUNNE’S LORRENTINO GIVEMESOMELOVE 

 

AV SENIOR BRITISH & FOREIGN NEUTER 

1
ST

 EARNSHAW & DUNNE’S INT PR LORRENTINO TIGER LILY 

 

 


